


YES YOU    Becky Brown

“Yes You” brings together works on paper, paintings and sculptures by Becky Brown. The title is 
drawn from her interest in pairs of words that are formally similar but ambiguously related in 
their content: Yes/You, Obvious/Oblivious, Intimate/Infinite, Data/Dust.  The words become 
elements in pictorial compositions––abstract or representational––revealing connections that 
extend unexpectedly from form to content, by etymology or chance.  Other works explore 
different relationships between pairs of words (opposition, synonymy).  Systems of rhythm and 
repetition become Concrete poetry, mixing up conventions of reading and looking.

The show is focused around an on-going series in which works on paper become oversized 
adaptations of familiar paper-based objects: a clipboard, spiral notebook, map and postcard.  
Used regularly in the recent past, these paper goods are increasingly being replaced by digital 
substitutes.  As technology relieves paper of its functions, these formats––and the material 
itself––seem, paradoxically, both novel and antique.  Brown emphasizes and exaggerates these 
qualities, while celebrating one function of paper than can never be replaced: a support for 
physical drawing.  Marks made by hand force a slowness of reading, writing and seeing; and by 
extension, our ability to absorb and process information.  She uses trompe l’oeil drawing 
techniques as well as physical actions (the folding of the map) to explore paper’s unique 
strengths and limits: flatness, softness, flexible surface, etc.  

To Do List weaves a collection of written and found text into the imperative form, impossibly 
saturated to fill the paper as only a hand-written list could be.  For This Email May Itself be a 
Ghazal, Brown collaborated with poet Thomas Devaney, translating his Arabic Ghazals into a 
visual language using Google Image results in an inconsistent formula.  It is also part of another 
series in which drawings adapt pre-modern poetic forms to today’s hybrid information-flow, 
transposing formal rules from page to picture.  The over-stuffed map Pleasant View brings 
together diverse images of place (from actual maps to rocks and forests to the Las Vegas 
skyline) at every possible scale in a composition that plays with overlaps between mapping 
iconography and the language of abstract painting.  By collecting and reconfiguring examples, 
the postcard documents contemporary overuse of the word “conversation” in an increasingly 
outdated, and fetishized, form of communication.

Her “Safe Keeping” series also addresses obsolescence as interiors and household objects 
contain unlikely, overflowing collections of useless and outdated stuff: clunky televisions, old 
phones, books, etc.  Collecting and reassembling becomes hoarding: neurosis, obsession and 
desperation.  All “Safe Keeping” works reflect on our changing relationship with the material 
world: as so much is now immaterial (Cloud storage, e-readers, iTunes libraries), how and 
why do we hold onto the physical stuff, even as it becomes obsolete?  Brown assembles 
works by combining her personal collections with objects from the New York streets or other 
temporary environments at residencies or exhibition sites (Chapel Hill, NC; a former airplane 
hangar in California; Governors Island in the NYC harbor). They reflect the culture through 
what it casts off.
























